Shake ‘n’ Dance Puppy
Ages Newborn +
Interactive, fun-filled puppy
Puppy barks, shakes, walks, sniffs and plays
music. Includes cute barking sounds
Adorable bone rattle makes puppy walk
Encourages awareness of cause and effect
Helps develop gross motor skills
Requires 3 AA batteries (included)

Fisher-Price Little People Restaurant.
Ages 1 +
Take a seat at the inside booth where Mia and
Koby can order, then flip the table top to see the
food they've been “served”. Prefer the great
outdoors? Enjoy a meal outside on the patio,
where the Chef will slide it through the window
when it's ready. Front door opens & closes.
Inside booth with flip-flop table to show
different food.
Quackey Fishing Boats
Ages 2 +
3-inch Donald figure in swimsuit 7 play pieces.

Fishing chair rocks as you push boat. Pieces slide
through trap door and slide out the back. Inner
tube attaches to back of boat so Donald can go
tubing Includes duck-tail diving board and inner
tube.

Dory Changing Looks set
Ages 3 +
Change Dory and her hermit crab friends to the
many looks she has in finding Dory. Change
Dory's fins and face for different expressions.
Comes with 2 hermit crabs that you can change
their shell into helmet, cup, mug.

15" Hopper Ball, Minions/Play Doh Minions
Heads.
Ages 4 +

Eric Carle Matching Game Combo
Ages 4 +
Promotes matching and memory
Encourages turn-taking and playing together
Durable tiles featuring your favorite characters!

Disney Princess Color ‘n’ Style Purse Activity
set/ with Big Scene Projector
Ages 4 +

Crayola Princess Pop-up Set/Disney Princess
Sparkling Dolls
Ages 5 +

Mega Bloks Minion Dino Ride Bulidng Kit
Ages 5 +
Fully buildable dinosaur. Articulated tail and
legs, and a mouth that opens and closes
Two buildable Minion character figures
Figures have interchangeable parts, including
grass skirts, goggles, arms and feet
Combine with other Mega Blokes Minions
playsets to build your own Minion mischief.
Mega Bloks World Builder Set
Ages 5 +
Authentic buildable Jeep with sunroof and
folding windshield
Buildable All-Terrain Explorer, trailer with
lowering ramp, and lookout tower
Cool outdoor accessories like a flashlight,
lantern, camera, backpacks, firepit and rock
pieces.
Lite Brix Lite Up Skating Rink.
Ages 6 +
There are also a total of 242 building pieces like
brick blocks, special parts, multiple connectors
and LED lights. A colorful decal sheet provides
embellishments for creating a one-of-a-kind
piece. A detailed Kaylee doll adds to the fun. This
Lite Brix ice skating rink toy requires three AAA
batteries, which are not included.

Captain America Star Launch Shield
Ages 7 +
Made using safe materials
Tested for quality and durability
Captain America Star Launch Shield looks like the
patriotic superhero's Vibranium shield
Shield launches discs from the star in the middle
Includes 2 discs. Pull rip cord to launch discs
Includes shield and 2 discs.

Ever After High Winter Doll
Age 7 +
Meet Crystal Winter, daughter of the Snow
Queen and a key character in the story
She wears her gorgeous signature outfit with
lots of wintry touches and cool accessories like
detailed snow boots, a blue and silvery
headpiece and a scepter she can hold in her
hand. A child-sized ring lets kids accessorize too.

Rebelle Secret Shot
Ages 8 +
Looks like a purse until you press the button to
convert it to a 4-shot blaster
Blaster fires darts up to 75 feet
Includes Message Dart and a decoder to reveal
secret messages
Includes blaster, 4 darts, decoder, and
instructions.

Star Wars Assault Walker
Ages 8 +
This 12" action figure is large enough to show off
an incredible level of detail, including detachable
accessories. The Stormtrooper’s assault walker is
sculpted to be true to the design in the film. You
can mount or remove the figure from the
vehicle.

The Monster High Science Class
Ages 8 +
Play set features classic pieces with iconic
designs and monsterrific twists. The frog in his
home hops up and down when the button is
pressed. The flower grows" when water is
poured into it. The lab bench features not one
but two color-change experiments.

MacGregor indoor/outdoor Collegiate
Basketball
Ages 9 +
29.5" circumference
High retention bladder
Wide channel design for better grip
Traditional brown and black panels

Trolls Journal Set
Ages 9 +
30 unique neon page designs with activities
Stickers, felt stickers, glitter tapes and Tapeffiti

Mega Bloks Halo Buildable Banshee
Ages 10 +
Opening canopy and dual plasma cannons
Includes highly detailed, super-poseable Elite
micro action figure. Detachable armor and
Needler weapon accessory
Collect and combine with other Mega Bloks Halo
sets.

Graphic Skins Design
Ages 11 +
Motorized Vacuum Chamber-applies graphic
skins in seconds Includes 30 Graphic Skins in
bold colors and unique patterns, 3 customizable
models-Fluttering Butterfly, Mystical Seahorse,
and Trinket Box-all ready for you to skin
The cylindrical sponge allows you to apply
graphic skins to 3-D objects; The sponge detailer
gives your creations 360-Degree of skins
coverage

Meccano Space Quest 15 Model set!
Ages 11 and up
Build a rocket with a moving gantry using new
anodized metal parts. When you get there,
reassemble your rocket as one of 14 other
intergalactic models including a spaceship,
satellite, a lunar module and so much more! Or
deploy your rocket-fueled ingenuity to build outof-this-world spacecraft of your own design! The
Space Quest set comes with 260 pieces, 2 real
tools and easy-to-follow instructions.

Hover Target Game
Ages 12 +
Includes gun and six foam projectiles
Individual air pillar controls to vary ball height
Built-in ball storage tray

Fashion Hair combo
Ages 12 +
Includes hair straightener with feather
extensions

